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Abstract  
 
As program managers and engineers, the task is to both “build it right “and “build the right 
thing.”  Mission engineering enables “build the right thing” by providing an approach to 
understanding the mission(s) associated with a system of interest (SOI), the capabilities the SOI 
must provide in support of the assigned mission(s), and how the SOI fits into the system of 
systems (SoS).  Systems engineering enables “build it right” by providing a framework for the 
specification, realization, and test of the SOI. Integration of both efforts into a seamless flow will 
better ensure that the system created will meet the warfighter’s needs. 
 
The identification and elaboration of mission threads is a powerful tool in the systems engineer’s 
arsenal, supporting both the mission engineering effort and systems engineering effort and 
linking them together.   
 
This presentation introduces a multiple-step approach to using mission threads to capture the 
mission context, trace how a system supports a mission as the SOI matures, and evaluate how 
operational contingencies affecting a mission have an impact on the SOI.   
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